Speedway RAIN RFID Readers

Impinj Speedway readers are enterprise-class fixed readers with the performance, quality, and reliability necessary for maximum endpoint visibility.

Enables Custom Solutions to Everyday Problems

With the largest installed base of fixed readers across a diverse range of applications, Speedway readers deliver market-leading performance, quality, flexibility and reliability for companies who use RAIN RFID to increase sales, reduce costs, and improve efficiency.

Speedway Benefits

Versatile and Customizable
Provides low-cost opportunity to create a large, contiguous read zone with many antennas connected to a single reader

Maximum Performance 24/7
Maintain high read rates regardless of RF noise or interference leveraging patented AutoPilot capability that automatically optimizes performance

Powerful Application Development Tools
Suite of hardware and software tools enable custom solution development

Key Features

Senses and Adapts to Environment
Impinj Autopilot technology automatically optimizes the reader’s operation for its environment

Flexible, Design-Specific Solutions
Handles high traffic volumes, RF-challenging environments and a wide variety of RAIN RFID-tagged products

Platform Ready
Leverage Impinj ItemSense software for large-scale data aggregation and device management

Use Cases

Inventory Management
Ensure supplies are always in stock, get accurate information about the availability and consumption of materials, and manage inventory with lower cost through efficient utilization and expiration management

Asset Tracking
Easily track returnable, reusable assets for reduced errors and increased efficiency

Authentication
Track and authenticate items through the supply chain
Reader Family Overview
Impinj readers deliver item visibility with the performance, quality, and reliability necessary for robust solutions. Impinj Speedway readers have accessories that support custom solution development. Our handheld readers provide high performance coupled with full-featured mobile computing and intuitive operation.

Ready to discuss how Impinj can help your business?

CONTACT US / WWW.IMPINJ.COM

Impinj (NASDAQ: PI) wirelessly connects billions of everyday items such as apparel, medical supplies, and automobile parts to consumer and business applications such as inventory management, patient safety, and asset tracking. The Impinj platform uses RAIN RFID to deliver timely information about these items to the digital world, thereby enabling the Internet of Things.
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